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The Energy Propagations of Internal Gravity Waves
A. MATSUSHIMA
Abstract
The formula generally describing the propagations of internal gravity waves in the
whole range of wave lengths in the isothermal atmosphere, is obtained.
Moreover, it is found that the wave lengths which have as yet been dealt with as
continuous values in the short wave-range have discrete values in the other wave-
range considering the rotation and the curvature of the earth, and the equivalent
depth which has hardly been known about the physical meaningof its negative value,
is a parameter showing the modes of atmospheric oscillations.
The validity that vertical co-ordinates in the basic equations have been approxi-

















波長のものと, acostic gravity wavesのような極めて短周期で短波長領域について,別々に
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第1表:緯度方向のmodeと固有値,固有田数との関係(周期4時間,経度方向
のJfj波数6の場合)0
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